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I was the winning bidder on an auction lot 
in a large brown envelope, described as ‘St 
Lucia—18-page, part-handwritten, part-typed 
document debating the designs, printing, 
colour and issue of the 1938–48 definitive 
series.’ In the envelope were copies of draft 
and final correspondence written in 1937 
between Edward Baynes (the Administrator/
Commissioner of St Lucia) and Sir Selwyn 
Grier (Governor and Commander-in-Chief 
of the Colonies making up the Windward 
Islands). This correspondence proved to be 
a real gold mine of important information 
and not just for the specialist. It contained 
proposals in the form of large hand-drawn 
essays of suggested designs for the low values 
and a large number of pencil sketches of 
suggested designs; unfortunately, many of 
the small pencil sketches are faded and are 
delicate and too difficult to reproduce for 
these pages. 

Commodore John Keegan OBE reveals how a collection of draft 
documents, written by the Commissioner of St Lucia in 1937, 
offers a unique and fascinating insight into the evolution of a set 
of St Lucian stamps that many still consider to be one of the most 
attractive of its time.

St Lucia—The Development of the
1938–48 Low Value Definitive Series

By Commodore John Keegan OBE
Fig 1 An example of the 
tired and outdated ½d. 
key plate design

Fig 2 The low value pictorial stamps of 1936

Below: Figs 3 to 5 Pages from the first draft, showing corrections 
and alterations, of the official document sent from Edward Baynes 
to Sir Selwyn Grier in 1937
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The current issues 
By the end of 1936 the definitive stamps in 
use in St Luca still remained the key plate 
type which had given many decades of 
service, but by then had become rather dated 
and tired (Fig 1).

Alongside these Key Plates there were also 
in current circulation the very attractive large 
pictorial issue of 1936, which ranged in face 
value from ½d. up to 10s. (Fig 2 ). Edward 
Baynes was closely concerned with this issue 
and he was a critic of it on two fronts: firstly 
on utility grounds, in that the larger size was 
too expensive for the expected run of lower 
values and secondly that there was a danger 
of the attractive definitives being stolen in 
the country to which they were destined—
this might sound odd in 2014 but at the 
time this was not too far-fetched. It is worth 
remembering that pictorial stamps were not 
as common then as they are today.

The debate exposed by the 
correspondence
In early 1937 it was time to think about 
replacing the definitive stamps. Edward 
Baynes wrote to the Governor from 
Government House, St Lucia on 2 March 
1937, in reply to a dispatch from the 
Secretary of State, setting out his ideas for the 
replacement issue and enclosing a number 
of pages of proposals in the form of sketches. 
Parts of this draft letter are reproduced at Figs 
3, 4 and 5. 

The initial draft of the letter was much 
altered before a final version was settled 
upon. The change in detail during this 
process provides a great deal of interest. In 
the first draft (and its subsequent correction) 
Baynes starts by referring to the Secretary 
of State’s letter from mid-January 1937 with 
regard to the new issues of postage and 
revenue stamps for the island. Setting the 
higher values aside, as he had not received 
the necessary paperwork on these by then, 
he concentrated on giving his thoughts and 
recommendations for the lower values (½d. 
to 3d.). He enclosed sketches showing the 
designs suggested and stated, ‘The enclosed 
Design which is marked “First 
Choice” [Fig 6] was made by 
a member of my staff Miss 
M. Byer, the others were 
also prepared by Miss Byer, 
though probably inspired by 
me.’ The final version reads 
that he is indebted to Miss M 
Byer, a member of his staff, for 
these sketches. 

Much detail exists in the 
drafts, some of which never 
found its way to the final letter 
and would have been lost to 
philatelists had the drafts not 
come to light. Examples of pen 
additions and amendments 
are shown in Figs 7 and 8. The 
detailed numbers referenced in 
Fig 8 never made the final version 
to Sir Selwyn Grier.  

Considerations for the 
design
The administrator and the island’s 
Executive Council had firm ideas. 
Edward Baynes wrote, ‘The design 
should include the following items:– 
His Majesty’s portrait, the Crown, the 

Fig 6 St Lucia’s 
Executive Council’s 
first choice of design 
for the low values

Figs 7 (right) and 8 
(below) Pen additions and 
amendments for the draft 
designs
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Rose and the Fleur-de-lis (from the new 
badge of St Lucia introduced in 1937), 
the words “St Lucia”, and the value’.

Proposed colours were offered, 
namely: ½d. green, 1d. bright violet, 
1½d. red, 2d. grey, 2½d. blue and 3d. 
yellow with the printings all on white 
paper. Interestingly, the letter says that 
the colours for the ½d., 1½d. and 2½d. 
conform to the 1934 Universal Postal 
Union convention, whilst the colours of 
the other values agree with the colour 
scheme approved for the proposed St 
Vincent stamps.

Size matters! 
Edward Baynes was convinced that the 
stamps should be of the ‘normal’ size (i.e. 
the same as the UK definitives). There 
were good reasons for this, both in the 
lower cost of production than the then 
current low value pictorials, as well as 
ensuring they could be used economically 
in specially installed automatic coil 
machines at the capital, Castries (these 
new machines were finally installed at the 
GPO in August 1938 at a cost of £16.8s.6d. 
They proved troublesome).

The cost of production was taken very 
seriously. The drafts and final version of 
the letter debate whether there should be 
a consistent pattern for the lower values, 
assuming that it would be cheaper to use 
a single standard die for all these values, 
with separate printing plates indicating the 
values (½d., 1d., 1½d., 2d., 2½d. and 3d.), 
or whether separate dies for the 1d. and 
1½d. values might be more economical. 

Potential revenue from sales to philatelists 
was important but not the driving factor—the 
letter points out that profits from sales to 
dealers and collectors generally apply only to 
the first two years of an issue’s life, whereas 
the profits of the Post Office depend on the 
economical handling of a multitude of small 
transactions representing very small financial 
units paid by stamps, with revenue derived 
in stamps, 1d. and upwards in respect of 
the stamp duties. The life of an issue might 
be quite long and the manufacturing costs 
needed to allow a reasonable margin of profit 
on each transaction.

Using up old stocks 
The withdrawal of the pictorial issue and 
the effect of the proposed Coronation Set 
were discussed. The administrator was keen 
to use up all stocks of the current pictorial 
low values. He therefore proposed that 
the three pictorial values (1d., 1½d. and 
2½d.), which were to be superseded by the 
Coronation issue between 12 May and 31 
December 1937, be put back on sale on 
1 January 1938 to give a last minute sales 
opportunity from collectors. He stated that 
subject to supplies of the new definitives 
being received, the remaining current 
pictorials would be finally withdrawn 
either on existing stocks being exhausted, 
or on 31 December 1937, with any final 
stocks being destroyed. The draft (but 
not the final version) gave figures for 
the sales of the then current pictorial 
stamps (see Fig 8). The sales, in round 
figures, for the 12 months from issue 
on 1 March 1936 were: ½d: 241,000; 1d: 
212,000; 1½d: 146,000; 2d. 61,500; 2½d. 
65,000 and 3d. 54,500).

Fig 9 The Executive 
Council’s second 
choice design

Fig 10 Although 
not the first or 
the second choice 
of the Executive 
Council, this essay 
is much closer to 
the design used on 
the issued stamps



Other proposed designs 
Figs 9, 10 and 11 reproduced here show some 
of the other designs almost certainly by Miss 
M Byer. Although the second choice (Fig 9) is 
higher up the order, it is Fig 10 which is much 
closer to the � nal design. Fig 11 is the eighth 
page of sketches. Sadly the other pages are 
too faded to reproduce well in this article.

The � nal product
The stamp designer, Mrs Commissioning, is 
recorded as being responsible for the � nal 
drawing for the design of the low values with 
the King George VI head, although we can 
now see that Miss M Byer had been most 
in� uential from the start and never of� cially 
recognised. After the debate, the standard 
smaller format, which had been abandoned 
in 1936, was used again.

The issued design was very close to the 
island’s Executive Council’s third choice 
of sketch with the King’s head and wreath 
almost the same as the draft. The well-
balanced design had the name of the colony 
along the bottom and the duty indicated 
at both the top right and left corners—an 
effective, elegant and simple layout. The 
stamps of a face value of up to 3d. (½d. green, 
1d. violet, 1½d. scarlet, 2d. grey, 2½d. blue 
and 3d. orange) were engraved by E W Crafer 
and recess printed by Waterlow (Fig 12). 

On 22 September 1938 the attractive new 
stamps were issued (Fig 13). Before this date 
an announcement in the St. Lucia Gazette was 
made stating that the last day of use for all 
stamps issued during the reigns of Queen 
Victoria and King Edward VII would be 31 
December 1938, and that these would cease 
to be valid thereafter.

The design survived a long time, through 
new perforations, values and colours, and 
even continued in to the island’s decimal age. 
It was � nally replaced with the issue of the 
new Queen which was almost identical but 
with the traditional reversing of the direction 
of the Monarch’s head. This � nal production 
lasted until 1964. The design was good 
enough to have enjoyed some 26 years of life.
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Fig 11 A page of 
additional pen sketches, 
almost certainly by Miss 
M Byer, for the 1938-48 
low value de� nitives

Fig 12 A complete set 
of specimen stamps of 
the adopted design

Right: Fig 13 The issued 
stamp in imprint blocks

Potential revenue 
from sales to 
philatelists was 
important but not 
the driving factor
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